
Stop Light - Activity Guide

Let's play the
"What-If" game...

What will happen if the battery is turned upside down?

What will happen if the battery is not touching the clip on the
bottom?

Last one...what if the copper tape is not tight against the
wire coming out of the LED?

How come we use that cool Copper Tape instead of regular tape?

A.    The circuit will still be just fine
B.     The circuit will not work because the electrons are
         going the wrong way.

A.    The electrons can flow over dry air so it will be okay
B.     The circuit is incomplete and will not work because the electrons
         have nowhere to go

A.    The tape needs to be nice and tight in order for that light to work
B.     It does not matter because it is close enough

Electrons / Electricity flow easily through copper. That is not the case with regular
tape and the material it is made of.



 Why were we tasked with building a Stoplight in the first place?1.

   2. Every city has a "Transit System" which is how people get
        around...name at least 3 ways to travel around a city:

   3. What are the very small particles called that flow through
        wires and carry electrical energy?

   4. Name one example of a Power Source
            Hint: in our circuit, the power source is round

   5. True or False... A circuit will still work no matter which way the    
        battery is placed:

   6. True or False...The circuit will still work no matter which way the 
        wires or tape is attached to the LED light:

   7. What do you think about a career working with circuits and
       electricity as an Electrical Engineer?

Quiz
~The city is putting new infrastructure in for roads and needs help designing /
building the stoplights that will be put along the road.

Car, Bike, Walk, Train, Scooter, etc.

ELECTRONS

A Battery

FALSE, battery needs to be placed in proper orientation (+/-)

FALSE, one of the wires is the + side and one is the - side, and they need to be
attached according to that.


